Abstract
Introduction
These papers demonstrate that four-link basic kinematic chains (BKC) may be used as a structural module with structural and kinematic synthesis of plain linkage mechanisms. Such an approach to the synthesis of plain mechanisms allows reducing the problem of their structural and kinematic synthesis to the solution of problem of BKC synthesis, which is very useful for automation of mechanisms engineering. This paper testifies that specified approach may be applied to the problem of structural and kinematic synthesis of spatial linkage mechanisms. The solution of the problem of synthesis of spatial BKC of RSS type (R-rotational, S -spherical kinematic pairs) is represented and its use as a structural module with structural and kinematic synthesis of spatial linkage mechanisms as per predetermined positions of input and output links is shown. A method of solution the problem of BKC synthesis of RSS type is based on the introduction of two movable bodies invariably associated with the input and output links.
Theory
If two adjacent elements of open four-link BKC with spherical kinematic pairs are tending to infinity, then it is necessary to replace the spherical kinematic pair for the plain or cylindrical.
Proof: If in formula (6) , then and center of circumference approaching sphere will be laid in the plane or along a straight line. Then, in addition to the required parameters of BKC and with common parameter , on fixed system of coordinates instead of point it is necessary to determine coefficients , , , of plane .
This section considers a problem of synthesis of spatial basic kinematic chains (BKC) with rotating, plane and spherical kinematic pairs as per specified positions of input and output links based on introduction of two movable solids all the time connected with input and output links [1] .
Problem statement: Given of finite distant positions of two solids : , 
Fig .1 Equivalent four-link kinematic chain A D.
It is required to find a point on solid , to find plane on solid
and point on solid , which in its motion about solid approached to desired plane (1). Equation of
plane (1) on fixed solid is determined by known transformation formulas
where, -angles are given, and angle , , .
After substitution of the expression (3) in formula (2) and required transformations let us comprise the weighted difference of point from plane (2) as:
( 4 ) where, It should be noted that ten required parameters enter into the expression (2), but after normalization of straight-line equation , the nine required parameters remain. These are coefficients of equation of plane , , , coordinates , , , points and coordinates , , , points . Let us comprise sum of squares of weighted difference for positions 
Three systems of equations are obtained, the solution of which is written in the following form of relative required parameters [2] :
(where ) (6) Stationary conditions per variables would result in the following simultaneous linear algebraic equations as ;
where, matrix elements (9,9):
Solution of system (5) enables you to determine the required parameters of synthesis. When coordinates of stand of output link of slotted link mechanism have fixed values, you can determine nine required parameters of synthesis: respectively, which are weighted relative to displacement along normal line. Therefore, you may not say beforehand which normalization is the best and so it would be reasonable to consider all four events. 
Based on stationary state condition ( 9 ) considering (6) we obtain the following linear system:
( 1 0 ) where, matrix elements (9,9): where, matrix elements (9,9): 
Let us comprise sum of squares of weighted difference for positions Stationary conditions per variables would result in the following simultaneous linear algebraic equations as ;
where, matrix elements (6,6):
System solution enables you to determine the required parameters of synthesis as: For synthesis of this problem, we use expression (2). Then matrix is as follows:
, where, , , On order to determine the required parameters of synthesis, we use search algorithm of minimum of sum . Based on above minimization algorithm, the value of minimum of sum . Then a problem of mechanism synthesis reduces to minimization of the objective function of BKC For solution of this problem we apply the above given search algorithm of minimum of sum . According to algorithm, we are given 10 values depending on the length of links and . For each preliminary value of points and in Table 1 are given the results of calculations.
Iteration process of minimum search of function is completed upon satisfaction of inequation , , , , where, . Values of required parameters of synthesized mechanism:
Results
, , ,
Discussion
Thus, the use of one and the same objective function being generated for the synthesis of BKC and its modification, allows automating the process of synthesis of spatial linkage mechanisms as per predetermined positions of input and output links of the mechanism.
Conclusion
In summary, when there is a synthesis of BKC with spherical kinematic pairs as per predetermined positions of the input and output links of the mechanism, and when two adjacent links of BKC are tending to infinity, it is necessary to replace the spherical kinematic pair for plain or cylindrical. In this case, the synthesized mechanism takes a form of spatial link mechanism after determining the required parameters. 
